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Creation of nitride semiconductor market
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unipress Unique element of
the technology

Huge potential
market

Private investor
About 50% of shares belong
to private investor
35% to the Institute
15% to technology founders
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Stages on the way of commercialization
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Problems

1. What is the best moment to create a spin-off company?

2. How to deal with National and European authorities?
(to get funds for R@D)

3. How to deal with private investors? (to get investment funds)

4. How to attract the best high-tech specialists?

5. How to organize symbiosis between the academic institution
and its spin-off?
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Problems

1. What is the best moment to create a spin-off company?

There is a hard life for a high-tech company in Europe when it
is still at the R@D stage.
The employees can hardly understand unavoidable delays in
product launching.

But:
No chance to get private funds if no such company is founded.
To run a company it is not the same as academic life. It must be learnt.

ML recommendation: start your company as early as possible.
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Problems

2. How to deal with National and European authorities?
(to get funds for R@D)

Very often you must be very smart to prove that your R@D will
not make profits for your particular company and at the same
time the R@D results will increase production in this company.

Always you must fill hundreds of pages (proposals and reports).

Very often you are forced to reveal company secrets to bureaucrats.

Very often you suspect that the referees do not play a fair game.

ML recommendation: Automatic doubling of the private funds
for R&D by the governmental agencies(using also European funds)
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Problems

3. How to deal with private investors? (to get investment funds)

95% of foreign potential investors are just spying.

50% want the technology be moved to their country (US)

Conflict between national interest and foreign companies

ML recommendation: If your company and/or technology was
founded by the State, do not look for foreign (US!!!) investors.
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Problems

4. How to attract the best high-tech specialists?

The best people earn a few times more than you can pay.

If you even find money for a high-rank specialist, all other
employees will feel badly that they are paid much worse.

Teaching new specialists is a long and costly process.

ML recommendation: Try to persuade an investor to spend
money not only on equipment but also on people.
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Problems

5. How to organize symbiosis between the academic institution
and its spin-off?

Academic people are usually interested in writing good papers,
giving invited talks, teaching students.
Those who not, make spin-offs.
But to maintain a good symbiosis, at the Academia must be still
people who understand the commercial aspect of the research.

ML recommendation: Make R@D common at the institute and
the spin-off company.
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Instead of conclusions:

“When you reach for the stars you may not quite get one,
but you won't come up with a handful of mud either.”

Leo Burnett


